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Head Start
Well, my desire to share with you a termly newsletter, capturing the good and the great from our
school over the last few months, has proved more challenging this term, as students have been
learning from home for the vast majority of the time. However, no-one ever said that we didn’t rise
to a challenge, so on the pages ahead we have put together some examples of the wonderful work
that the students have been up to in the Spring Term. Our students have worked so hard
independently, with online support from their teachers, we are so proud of how they have sustained
progress with their learning. What follows is a snapshot of some of this, we won’t have captured
everything completed by every student, but hopefully it gives you a slice of Kesgrave High School
life as we have experienced over the last few months.
What has shone through stronger than ever in recent months is the resilience, creativity and
compassion of our young people. As they have returned to school we have heard about how they
have sustained their motivation with activities at home and how they have taken the time to reach
out and help others around them. Developing our young people is about so much more than just
the curricula that they study; whilst their education may have taken a different form in this last term,
we have still seen them develop. We have been delighted to see them back at school and we can’t
wait to start a new term, with the hope of some summer activities and easing of COVID-based
restrictions.
At the end of the Easter Term we are saying farewell to four teachers and a Teaching Assistant
Together, these staff have given 55 years’ service to the school. Our best wishes go to Mrs Tyson
(36 years), Mr McGloin (15 years), Mrs Sanchez-Walker (16 years), Mr Gent (2 years), Mr Kane (1
year). We wish them well in their new ventures and thank them for all that they have done for the
young people in our care over many years. We wish all our students, staff and parents and carers a
restful and hopeful Easter break.
Julia Upton

Lockdown Legends
What follow on our first few pages, are messages from our Heads of Year and Student Support Officers to
their year teams, reflecting on the strangest of terms.
To Year 11
We were super proud of Year 11 for their high levels of commitment and engagement throughout their
online learning. Each week we requested nominations from teachers for those that had applied
themselves above and beyond in their learning and the number of nominations that we received from all
subjects was phenomenal! Lockdown Legends were chosen every week and sweet treats delivered to
their doors. Our Lockdown Legend winners were Lailah Touissant, Freddie Wyard, Arabella Moore-Smith,
Joy Moore-Smith, Matt Webber, Ella Bagley, Louis Kidd, Eva Asemota, Jack Laughlin, Megan Pallant,
Nika Akimenko, Luke Bayford, Joe McNeil, Emily Green, Finaly Abbott, Chloe Griggs, Evie Barker, Finlay
Adams, Leera Vite and Millie Whatley. This list could have easily been much longer, with so many welldeserved nominations it really was difficult to choose. The consistent effort of Year 11 throughout did not
go unnoticed, and it is great to now have them all back in school.
Mrs Wheatley and Miss Rush

Lockdown Legends
Year 10
A message to Year 10 - Year 10 we are all amazed at just how well you seemed to have coped during the
months of lockdown. When making our welfare calls we were struck just how well you had adapted to a
new way of working online and amazed at how much resilience you showed in such challenging times.
We wanted to acknowledge the efforts of as many of you as possible, so the half termly Golden Ticket
draw we normally do in school, also went online too! When I announced the concept of the Virtual Golden
Ticket to staff, I thought the internet was going to break! Teachers couldn't wait to nominate students who
were going above and beyond in their learning and who really were turning into lockdown legends. In the
end we had well over 500 Virtual Golden Tickets in the draw with 50 prizes going to the lucky names that
were drawn out. A significant number of students were nominated multiple times and by multiple teachers.
Those students who demonstrated exceptional engagement in all their online lessons are - BAYFORD
Tamzin, BEETON Cassidy, BROWN Poppy, BRUNDELL Max, CHAPPELS Erin, COLLINSON Phoebe,
CORY Ethan, DUFFY Ieuan, EL HUSSEINY Tarek, FEARN Hannah, GILL Shaan, HAMBLYN Millie,
HOOD Callum, HOUSE William, HOWARD Millie, HUNT Ethan, LAKER Zachary, LINASSI Daisy,
MARKHAM James, MAUDHOO Lushan, MCDONALD Lily, MERCER Ben, MUNDAY Oscar, PEARCE
Emily, PERRY Grace, PILCH Charlotte, POMROY Ella, PRYKE Daniel, SAYYAD Francesca, SHARLAND
Ryan, SQUIRRELL Lauren, TAYLOR Charlie, WARD Milly, WEST Elizabeth and YORKE Katie. Since
being back in school you have seamlessly adapted back into the new normal and we're extremely proud of
you all. We are so excited about what the future holds for such a conscientious, hardworking, and resilient
cohort - well done Year 10.
Mr Finch, Mrs Newman and Miss Mitchell.
To Year 9
Year 9 student engagement throughout the remote learning
experience was fantastic. Remote learning offered our
students a platform to connect with others, field questions,
ask for advice, offer opinions, gain understanding and
underpin knowledge. Year 9's you were brilliant!
Our year 9 students ensured that the level and standard of
work submitted was consistently high. Feedback from
teaching staff was incredible. There are so many lockdown
legends to mention but here are twenty that truly deserve
to be recognised for the dedication and commitment
shown:
Annika Bilchev, Poppy Manson, Enzo Johnson,
Lauren Reavell, Mario Salter, Sofia Day,
Yanis Kerampran, Charlie Parr, Khadeega Modawi, Inez
Manning, Yung Win Lui, James Fiddler, Marc Harfield,
Joshua Makings, Jahzara Alattiyah, Joshua Bond, Madison
Debnam, Charlie Finbow, Hannah Fray and Beraat Yildirim
Who can forget the snow? The Year 9 pastoral team set
the challenge of creating the tallest snow person possible.
This was in line with the new KHS Wellbeing model - Be
Active. Violet Hardman was the winner - a giant of a snow
person!
Year 9 have also been busy completing their subject choices for their GSCE and BTEC studies. They
have made informed choices regarding their future pathway. It has been an incredibly exciting and
rewarding experience to have so many conversations with students surrounding their career aspirations
and futures.
Mr J. Gosling

Lockdown Legends
To Year 8
So here we are nearly at the end of another term – goodness that went quickly!
The year 8 students have settled back into face to face lessons brilliantly and seem very happy to be
back. It is so lovely to see them interacting, sharing ideas and getting fully involved in their learning.
Normally we would identify the top 20 Lockdown Learners but after looking at all the feedback the number
of students who were fully engaged exceed well beyond this. So I want to congratulate all Year 8 on their
efforts during lockdown, they are a credit to themselves and the school. I am an exceptionally proud Head
of Year.
I wish you all a restful Easter break.
Mrs S. Suett
Dear Year 7
We are coming to the end of another term and yet again, you have had to be resilient, flexible and remain
motivated and committed to your learning in very strange times. You began your first term at Kesgrave
getting familiar with your new teachers, making new friends and getting used to your new environment, to
then suddenly working at home online. You took to this challenge fantastically and continued to work hard
and make yourselves proud, but also us too! We are so happy to have you all back and see your smiling
faces again. Each week, I shared many names of students who had really impressed their teachers with
their engagement on Teams and the quality of work sent in weekly. It is impossible to choose only a few of
you to recognise, so instead, we want to say a huge well done to you all. We would however, like to
mention the six students who have received their Bee Badge this term: Emily Hawes, Connor Sumptor,
Ella Skirrow, Emily Hawes, Jay Mahajan and Milo Wade. We hope you have a restful Easter break and will
be re-charged ready for a new term in Year 7, where you will continue to be your very best.
Miss Boon and Mr Austin

Evaluative work
Whilst stuck at home, even the more practical subjects made progress with their learning, in this case
GCSE and AS Dance students critically appraised professional dance choreography from Artificial Things
and Sutra.

Lest
Santa
we Run
forget
This seems like a lifetime ago now, but on the last day of the Autumn Term students took part in
the traditional Kesgrave High School Santa Run, Students (and staff) across all year groups
enjoyed some air in their lungs in this non-competitive, fun event. Well done to everyone who took
part and especially to those who got into the Christmas spirit through their costumes.

Virtual Marathon
You may recall that in the last edition of Acclaim, the Sixth Form
Committee set the challenge to run a virtual marathon over a period
of 12 weeks.
18 students have completed the Run a Marathon Challenge raising
money for the Jess Grant Celebration charity. Jess would have
been a member of my year group and we think of her often. Her
charity raises money for children who have medical conditions to
have music therapy.
The deadline for getting their sponsorship in is 22 March, but so far
five students have raised over £1,927, which is amazing. Aimee
Baynes-Robinson wrote to Southampton Marathon and they sent
her a medal and a finishers t-shirt and Esther Andrews finished the
challenge early and having decided to run multiple marathons, has
now completed 14 in the time span set for the challenge.
Mrs McGlaughlin
Name
Milo Wade

Form
CU7

Joe Martin

D7

Jessica Roper

E7

Jasmine Saxton

F7

Hazel Akers

F7

Esther Andrews

L7

Ayush Arora

L7

Milo Wade
Isabel Williamson

LU7
ME7

Ella Line

M7

Kate Fulcher

ME7

Imogen Fanshaw

ME7

HaydenPhillips

SU7

Matti Goffin

W7

OscarParkin

G8

Isla Groom

N8

Amelia Downing

N8

Reece Summerhill

R8

Aimee Baynes-Robinson

HU9

Sophie Lee

SY7

Year 7 Recipe Book
Miss Boon set Year 7 a lockdown challenge to share their favourite recipe, in order to create a
recipe book. She was overwhelmed with the students’ contributions. They will be made into a
physical book to share across the year group. The three best entrants will receive a voucher for
afternoon tea for two, kindly donated by Milsoms.

Year 7 Recipe Book

Ethics and Philosophy
Year 9 students were set an extended homework task during Philosophy and Ethics. Following
study of evil and suffering they were asked to visually represent this in a medium of their choosing.
I think you’ll agree the work by Zofia Campbell-Robson K9, James Fidler- TI9 and India ThiruchelvamTI9 are particularly thought-provoking.

Physics
Students from Year 11 were asked to summarise information about the electromagnetic spectrum and
present it in an eye-catching way with the spectrum as the centrepiece. These three really got to the heart
of the task.

Key Stage 3 Art
Year 7, 8 and 9 art work continued to be inspiring, imaginative and technically impressive
throughout lockdown.

Key Stage 3 Art
From cubism, to self-portraits to still-life, students were inspired by a wide range of stimuli.

Key Stage 3 Art

Key Stage 3 Art

AS Biology
Some year groups were reluctant to present on screen during lockdown learning but Year 12
Biology students took the lead, sharing their presentations on animal behaviours in courtship. Work
on bears, spider and tigers by Molly Ives, Charlie Driver, Marc Saunders, Tyler Gandy, Beth Ripper and
Charlotte Wilson were all worthy of note. Great design, detailed knowledge and clear articulation all
impressed Mrs Halls.

Weather watchers
Year 7 Geography made the most of the frightful weather during lockdown. Students made their
own rain guauge and then monitored rainfall (and snow) in their weather diarys.
Pictured here, work from Esther, Neve and Orla’s from SU7.

Year 7 Maths Revision
Miss Gooch, used examples created by her students to share a revision summary prior to their
assessment on shape and space.

Year
10 English
Amazing
Art
Amazing
Art

Year 10 completed work with
poetry, finding key images
within poetry (The Manhunt
by Simon Armitage and
Valentine by Carol Ann Duffy)
and exploring them, or using
them to inspire their own
creative writing.

Year 11 English
Year 11 used description to create a narrative hook or enigma within their creative writing.

Year 8 English
Year 8 were considering gothic writing, using pathetic fallacy and obscurity to create tension in
their writing.

Year 13 English Language
Comprehensive Year 13 essay planning and mapping knowledge of child language development.

Duke of Edinburgh
Whilst expedition planning and execution hasn’t been so easy, students have been making great
progress with their volunteering, practical and skill section of their Duke of Edinburgh Award. We
are keeping our fingers crossed that they will be able to go on the much-loved expeditions later this
year.

Emily Payne has been keeping up
with netball training for Physical whilst
in lockdown

Owen Smith has completed almost 6
months of football training completed
for Physical. For his Volunteering he
has been caring for his grandmadoing the shopping and making soup.

Joshua Makings has been
learning coding for the last 3
months as his skill - he is
almost complete.

Michael Noller has been
helping his brother with his
homework for Volunteering
and has completed Couch to
5K for his Physical.

Isobel Haste has been
perfecting her baking as her
Skill.
James Lobley: Volunteering:
Litter picking in Bucklesham

Duke of Edinburgh

Great commitment from Faye
Chappell, practising her
Physical in the snow.

I suspect that those in Joey
Edgerley’s house have been
pleased with his Skill
practice: cooking.

Chloe Marie Coates has
been Volunterring at Deben
Farm.

James Fidler has completed
3 months of letter-writing to
residents of Leonard
Cheshire Residential Home
and also learning life skills.
Danica Wright: Completed 3 months physical-walking and 3 months
volunteering at Scouts
Yanis Kerampran: 3 months volunteering at Ipswich Community
radio and running for physical
Charlie Finbow: Has uploaded 10 book reviews for the skill section

Well done to Reggie
Steward, litter-picking around
Bealings for his Volunteering.

#Camp4aYear
Over the last year, James Fidler and Yanis Kerampran, 9Ti raised nearly £250 pounds (inc. Gift Aid) for
War Child after being inspired by an EP lesson in the first lockdown about child soldiers. Our JustGiving is
now closed after almost a year of donations...here is their public description of the page:
Welcome to #Camp4aYear!
#Camp4aYear is a challenge set up by two friends who learnt about the effects of war on children during
a school topic and felt they needed to make a difference. War can tear apart the lives of many children
around the world. Children and war should NEVER mix.
The challenge is simple: whilst respecting social distancing guidelines, camp however you can and donate
as much as you feel able to - our goal is to reach 365 nights (and £365) collectively. Of course, “camping”
can differ for different people: whether it is indoors, outdoors, with a tent, without a tent, etc.
100% of the money raised will go to our chosen charity “War Child”. But how will your money be spent?
According to the War Child website (www.warchild.org.uk), £55 could pay for education materials for 100
Yazidi children for one month, while £80 would provide 10 children a chance to attend a Child Friendly
zone for the same amount of time. Also, War Child is currently helping families in need across the world
during the coronavirus crisis. We would be very grateful for any of your help to raise money and to make
these children’s lives and situations better.

Please visit
www.warchild.org.uk to find
out more about the amazing
work of War Child, and how
your money could help.
Challenge yourself however
you can. We must stand
together to give help to those
who really need it.”

Their final update on the Just Giving page is as follows:
Hi all!
Apologies for leaving it so late - the months have gone so quickly!
We can now officially confirm that #Camp4aYear is officially over and, amazingly, we have raised a
whopping £200.60 and £41.88 of gift aid for War Child.
We are so proud of this - it has been an awesome experience to raise money for such a great cause and,
of course, we would like to thank everyone for their kind and generous donations!
The Covid-19 pandemic has gone on longer than we expected, and it remains a struggle for many. We
wish you the best for whatever's to come in the near future!
Once again, thank you for your donations, and stay safe!
James and Yanis
For the page, we made multiple graphics and a YouTube video to have a professional image. The
graphics can be found here: https://imgur.com/a/GHjkAGM
The video can be found here: #Camp4aYear | Join in now!
We really enjoyed this fundraising campaign as it enabled us to provide help to people in war-torn
countries, especially in challenging times like these with COVID-19.
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